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1
Politics: As defined by contemporary French
philosopher Jacques Ranciere, politics is the
inherently disruptive attempt by those who are
victimized or excluded by inegalitarian social
orders to assert themselves as equals of those
with privilege and power.
Aesthetics: While the term is associated
with a range of definitions, this thesis uses
Ranciere’s understanding of aesthetics as
that which constitutes a sensible experience.
Aesthetics is not about art or beauty, but
rather the experience of a common world and
who is able to have that experience.
Politics = Aesthetics
(a) Politics is aesthetic as it is concerned with
the “sensible” distribution that constitutes
social hierarchies.
(b) Aesthetics is political in the sense that
historically important conceptions of the
nature of art and of the role of the artist
determine the “distributions of the sensible“ in
the artistic domain and lend insight into the
distributions that categorize larger society.
(Jacques Ranciere, The Politics of Aesthetics)
2
Distribution of the sensible: In the text
Politics of Aesthetics, Ranciere coins the
term “distribution of the sensible” and defines
it as a composition of a priori laws which
condition what is possible to see, hear, say,
think, do, and make. The distribution of the
sensible is the condition of possibility for
perception, thought, and activity - what can
possibly be apprehended by the senses. The
sensible is partitioned into various regimes
and, therefore, delimits forms of inclusion and
exclusion in a community. The distribution of
the sensible is the framework for Ranciere’s
definition of politics.
(Jacques Ranciere, The Politics of Aesthetics)

This thesis uses preexisting
local phenomena to construct
a near-future scenario where
political systems are exploited
to demonstrate the politics of
aesthetics1 and their ability to
alter the context and its existing
socio-economic infrastructure.
By imposing unfamiliar forms and
systems, familiar aesthetics are
recast to redistribute the sensible2
and create a new reality out of
underlying social, economic, and
cultural power structures. As a result,
form, composition, and aesthetics
can begin to operate politically to
uncover hidden realities and project
alternative futures.
5

Preface
On Aesthetics
Appearing across multiple disciplines since its
introduction in the eighteenth century, the term
“aesthetics” has adopted a definition that is highly
variable depending on the discursive context. While
contemporary interpretations of the term are largely
concerned with the theory or appreciation of art (as in
academia) or with ideals of visual beauty (as in popular
culture), the origin of aesthetics as a concept precedes
the term’s official introduction and can be traced back
to Aristotle’s description of sensing or experiencing
forms that produce our definition of reality.3 Aesthetics,
then, fundamentally dwells on the relationship
that humanity shares with the forms of its reality,
suggesting that reality is itself predicated on familiarity,
individual experience, and contextual engagement.
Immanuel Kant’s definition of aesthetics as “the ability
to form judgments regarding sensory qualities with
special attention to subjective taste and disinterested
pleasure”4 adds to this fundamental understanding by
suggesting that an aesthetic experience constitutes
qualitative consideration and assessment.
The aestheticism movement of the nineteenth century,
of which Oxford Don, Walter Pater, and Oscar Wilde
were key figures, maintained that aesthetic discourse
is protected from ethical, economic, and political
engagement and is immune to the “pollution of
capitalism,”5 lending to the cultural significance of
aesthetics. Building on this notion, twentieth-century
intellectuals such as Lyotard, Lacan, and Derrida
concluded that aesthetic concerns obscured underlying
power structures and the truth of reality in their
superficial and autonomous pursuit of beauty.

3
Mark Foster Gage,
“Introduction,” in Aesthetics
Equals Politics: New
Discourses across
Art, Architecture, and
Philosophy, ed. Mark Foster
Gage (Cambridge: The MIT
Press, 2019), 3.
4
Immanuel Kant, The
Critique of Judgment (1790;
Chicago: The University of
Chicago, 1952).
5
Mark Foster Gage,
“Introduction,” in Aesthetics
Equals Politics: New
Discourses across
Art, Architecture, and
Philosophy, ed. Mark Foster
Gage (Cambridge: The MIT
Press, 2019), 4.
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6
Mark Foster Gage,
“Introduction,” in Aesthetics
Equals Politics: New
Discourses across
Art, Architecture, and
Philosophy, ed. Mark Foster
Gage (Cambridge: The MIT
Press, 2019), 5.
7
Jacques Ranciere, Aisthesis
(New York: Verso, 2013).
8
Michael Young, “The
Aesthetics of Abstraction,”
in Aesthetics Equals
Politics: New Discourses
across Art, Architecture,
and Philosophy, ed. Mark
Foster Gage (Cambridge:
The MIT Press, 2019), 138.

Twentieth-century figures, therefore, surmised that
aesthetics were culpable for restricting political
access to an exclusive group of intellectuals and
intellectually engaged artists, prompting artistic
practices to develop and maintain contra-aesthetic
inclinations to favor social and political engagement.
In his introduction to the book titled Aesthetics
Equals Politics, Mark Foster Gage attributes the
current controversial status of aesthetic discourse to
such twentieth-century perceptions, and posits that
contemporary political and social inequalities reflect
the emerging divide between those with aesthetic
and political access and those without.6 Gage’s
position is augmented by Jacques Ranciere, who
observes in his book Disagreement that political
engagement is contingent on the possession
of logos, or the capacity to make arguments,
thereby creating distance between those who
are considered to possess this capacity (political
subjects) and those who lack it. In Ranciere’s work,
politics is aesthetic as it is concerned with social
hierarchies that result from sensory capacities
distributed as a result of qualitative information
received from the world. For Ranciere, this manner
in which qualitative information is distributed across
the senses is the definition of aesthetics.7 Although
aesthetics operates independently from ethics
and epistemology and solely through tensions
between the sensory and the intelligible to spark a
redistribution of the sensible, these redistributions
may eventually lead to theoretical arguments or the
development of ethical stances. As Michael Young

highlights in his essay titled “The Aesthetics of
Abstraction,” these are “aspects of the political that
emerge from the aesthetic.”8
If issues of political inaccessibility are linked to
aesthetic distances, there is, as Gage argues, a
demand for new creative practices that move away
from “singularly observed and rote-based critical
theory strategies,”9 which seek to increase knowledge
by exposing the underlying power relations beneath
appearances, to collectively assessed aesthetic ones,
conveyed through more physical and visual modes
which “aim to destabilize and redistribute sensible
information.”10 Thus, it is well within the scope of
architecture, which is inherently concerned with form,
space, composition, materials, and representation/
image, to consider political and ontological problems as
aspects of aesthetic experience.
We situate ourselves in this discourse by recognizing
that aesthetics is fundamentally a manner of engaging
with qualitative information and the capacity to sense
and evaluate these qualities to shape familiarity and
reality.

9
Mark Foster Gage,
“Introduction,” in Aesthetics
Equals Politics: New
Discourses across
Art, Architecture, and
Philosophy, ed. Mark Foster
Gage (Cambridge: The MIT
Press, 2019), 5.
10
Michael Young, “The
Aesthetics of Abstraction,”
in Aesthetics Equals
Politics: New Discourses
across Art, Architecture,
and Philosophy, ed. Mark
Foster Gage (Cambridge:
The MIT Press, 2019), 138.
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On Autocratic Neoliberalism
Characterized by a unique system of governance
emerging from a conflicting political agenda of
autocratic neoliberalism, the city of Dubai offers a
lens to demonstrate the politics of aesthetics and their
ability to alter a context and its existing infrastructure.

Img. 00 : Satellite Image of Dubai.

Much like its regional counterparts, Dubai maintains
an authoritarian system of rule that has been firmly
established, and continually reinforced, throughout its
history. However, in recent years, the pure autocracy
that was previously synonymous with the state’s
identity has yielded to highly contagious neoliberal
influences that control other ‘global’ cities. In Dubai,
the agendas of autocratic neoliberalism extend far
beyond politics, encroaching upon the responsibilities
of architecture and urban planning by reordering
the city into an aggregate of discrete zones - the
zone of exception, the zone of labor, and the zone of
excess, visibly separated by seams of landscape and
infrastructure. Each zone is governed by a differing
degree of autocratic neoliberalism, resulting in palpable
seams of political tension between the zones.
To demonstrate the inherently aesthetic nature of
politics, Jacques Ranciere asks, “who has the capacity
to be a political subject and what form of sensible
experience produces or forbids that capacity?”11
Contextualizing this aesthetic question in an autocratic
neoliberal state like Dubai reveals how political power
is concentrated at the hands of the ruling class and
global corporations - a small, exclusive group of elite

11
Jacques Ranciere, interview
by Mark Foster Gage,
Aesthetics Equals Politics:
New Discourses Across
Art, Architecture, and
Philosophy, MIT Press,
2019.

11

entities self-anointed as figures of authority best
equipped to advance the state’s neoliberal aspirations.
At the other end of the spectrum, low-wage migrant
construction workers represent another political
extreme, embodying the class of laborers characterized
by their political inaccessibility in Plato’s ideal society.
The workers’ supposed lack of acumen to engage
in discussion and make arguments leads to their
marginalization and exclusion from the political
operations of the city. In Disagreement, Ranciere
considers the “sensory capacity”12 that factors
into political hierarchies and concludes that the
marginalized must produce “sensible evidence”13 of
their capabilities to be perceived as equals by those
who enjoy political access.

Zone of Exception
Zone of Labor

Img. 01 : Dubai as an aggregate of discrete zones.

Zone of Excess

In this thesis, the politics of autocratic neoliberalism
are studied through the hidden sub-plots of the ethical
and jurisdictional issues of the free-trade enclave,
the exclusion of low-wage migrant construction
workers, and the culture of material excess. The
intersection of these hidden phenomena in the zones
presents an opportunity to explore the potential for
aesthetics, form, and composition to operate politically
while allowing the marginalized group of low-wage
migrant construction workers to participate as political
subjects in the autocratic neoliberal state. Furthermore,
fiction is presented or encountered as fact allowing
viewers to leave in a state of “educated ignorance” with
their worldviews subtly altered in truthful ways by
untruths.

12
Sensory capacity refers
to the perceived ability of
an individual or group to
experience and participate
in a certain scenario.
Jacques Ranciere,
Disagreement: Politics and
Philosophy (Minnesota:
University of Minnesota
Press, 2004).
13
Sensible evidence is a
demonstration of sensory
capacity (see above).
Ibid.

13

Zone of Exception

Img. 02 : Seam of tension between zones of exception and the city.

“While promoted as relaxed,
open, and free from inefficient
state bureaucracy, the politics
written into the zone’s spaces
and activities often diverges
from the declared intent.
It is usually an isomorphic
exurban enclave that,
exempt from law, can easily
banish the circumstances
and protections common in
richer forms of urbanity”14

Governed by a unique set of laws operating outside
the autocratic regime, the free trade zone is a
prominent neoliberal symbol. As an economic,
infrastructural enclave, the free trade zone offers
lucrative incentives to eliminate traditional trade
barriers and facilitate entry into the global market.

14
Keller Easterling,
Extrastatecraft (London:
Verso, 2014), 16.

15

Politics of the Zone
Contagion / Deregulation / Global / Incentives / Isolate / Jurisdiction / Mutate / Proxy

The economic zone offers a selection of
incentives to promote foreign investment.
These include:
- 100% foreign ownership
- Unrestricted access
- No currency restrictions
- Low land rates
- Complete exemptions from taxes,
customs, and
commercial levies
- 100% repatriation of capital and profit
- Benefits of being considered “offshore”
- Access to ports and a large labor force 15

15
OECD (2018), “Benefits
and Costs of Zones
for Host Economies
and Business,” in Trade
in Counterfeit Goods
and Free Trade Zones:
Evidence from Recent
Trends, OECD Publishing,
Paris, https://doi.

Conceived of to enable states to trade at the
global scale, the zone is compelled, by design, to
disregard domestic laws and “inefficient” state
bureaucracy to succeed in its quest to provide
uninhibited economic growth. As Keller Easterling
reveals in Extrastatecraft, through its rejection of state
governance, “[the zone] has become an agent in the
growth of extrastate urban space (space beyond
the reach of local jurisdiction),”16 allowing its host
to navigate and profit from shadow economies. As
the zone grows, it engulfs more of the host state to
become what Easterling refers to as a “large-scale
spatial organization that demands an administrative
authority comparable to that of the state.”17 Known
as the zone state authority, this entity is an
extrastate player with the power to negotiate with
foreign businesses and governments. With the
power bestowed upon it, the zone authority belongs
to a network of international, intergovernmental,
and nongovernmental players and enjoys the
ability to grant an exception from any law and
implement selective regulations. Despite its
apparent apoliticism and lawlessness, the zone is
actually “a powerful political pawn that trades
state bureaucracy for more complex layers of
extrastate governance, market manipulation, and
regulation.”18

16
Keller Easterling,
Extrastatecraft (London:
Verso, 2014), 16.
17
Ibid, 15.
18
Ibid, 27.
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Politics of the Zone

19
Keller Easterling,
Extrastatecraft (London:
Verso, 2014), 32.

Although the zone’s operations elude local
standards and regulations, its physical space is
contained within state boundaries, resulting in
sites of multiple, overlapping, or nested forms of
sovereignty where domestic and transnational
jurisdictions collide. Characterized as “a
temporary phenomenon to launch economies,”19
the zone’s earliest iterations were expected to
dissolve into the economies of their host cities
and migrate to a new host where they would
contribute to the revival of new economies.

Img. 03 : Mapping intended zone migration patterns.

Contagion / Deregulation / Global / Incentives / Isolate / Jurisdiction / Mutate / Proxy
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Politics of the Zone
Contagion / Deregulation / Global / Incentives / Isolate / Jurisdiction / Mutate / Proxy

20
Keller Easterling,
Extrastatecraft (London:
Verso, 2014), 36.
21
Ibid.
22
Ibid, 51.

Using each other as proxy, state and non-state
actors manipulate and decouple from laws to
manufacture the most advantageous political or
economic climate. As a result, the zone, in some
cases, has evolved into an entire city or citystate, becoming the seat of governance from
which it is selectively exempt.22 In other cases, it
has multiplied, operating as a mini-city or acting
as a doppelganger of the host state.

Img. 04 : Mapping the evolution of the zone.

Devoid of the contradiction and diversity that
characterize richer forms of urbanity, the zone
remains a closed-loop, mutating by breeding
with other increasingly prevalent urban enclave
forms such as office parks, container ports,
offshore financial areas, tourist compounds,
knowledge villages, IT campuses, and even
museums and universities, to become a world
contagion.20 Rather than merging with the general
business and industrial climate of the host city, the
zone became a “persistent yet mutable instrument,
transforming as it absorbed more of the general
economy within its boundaries.”21

21

Fig. 03 : Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft.

Fig. 02 : Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft.

Characteristics of the Zone

Evolution / History / Relevance / Violence
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Fig. 05 : Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft.

Fig. 04 : Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft.

Characteristics of the Zone

Evolution / History / Relevance / Violence
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Fig. 07 : Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft.

Fig. 06 : Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft.

Characteristics of the Zone

Evolution / History / Relevance / Violence

27

Aesthetics of the Zone
Delirious / Fantastical / Global / Innovation / Repetition

23
Keller Easterling,
Extrastatecraft (London:
Verso, 2014), 45.

Designed to entice the audience into believing that
fantastical projections of delirious buildings shaped
like diamonds, dolphins, and crystals are a plausible
version of reality, zone imagery is a powerful tool
that relies heavily on a set of strategies to sustain
the illusion it presents.

Fig 08-10: Representation and medium of the zone.

“Promotional videos for the free zone
invariably follow the same template. A
zoom from outer space locates a spot
on the globe. Graphics indicating flight
times to major cities argue that this spot,
wherever it is, is the center of all global
activity. ...Stirring music, appropriate
for an adventure film or a western, is
ethnically inflected to suit the culture
at hand. A deep movie trailer voice
describes the requisite infrastructure.
As the zoom continues, clouds part to
reveal multiple digital sun flares and a
sparkling new skyscraper metropolis.”23

29

Aesthetics of the Zone
Delirious / Fantastical / Global / Innovation / Repetition

Fig 11-14: Zone imagery characteristics.

To understand the zone’s ambitions, it is
imperative that imagery associated with the zone
is isolated and assessed qualitatively. Easterling’s
analysis of media advertising the zone criticizes
the crude and tacky quality of production and
simplistic representation to insinuate that the
current aesthetics of the zone obscure the
violence and complexity characteristic of the
form. An evaluation of zone imagery that seeks
to understand how the medium “destabilizes the
familiar to redistribute the sensible”24 momentarily
disregards the lack of sophistication and
dishonesty to consider the aspirations of and
effects produced by the image itself. Michael
Young’s work on estrangement and the aesthetics
of abstraction is appropriated to zone imagery to
engage with different representations of the zone
and judge qualities made available by the image.
In this consideration, a level of sophistication and
tact that is frequently eclipsed by the amusement
and disbelief evoked by the strange projections
begins to materialize.
The local context is substituted by a ceaseless
and expansive landscape that protects and
separates the zone from other urban forms. The
limited information presented in the image renders
the zone as an enclave that is liberated from the
constraints of its host. In its isolated depiction of
the zone, the image erases the messy politics of
the zone which result from jurisdictional overlaps
and complex affiliations. Rather than dismissing
these qualities as being the result of an unrefined
production effort, it is crucial to recognize their
effects; the abstraction and transformation
of the context intensifies and lengthens the
observer’s attention and triggers aesthetic

24
Michael Young, “The
Aesthetics of Abstraction,”
in Aesthetics Equals
Politics: New Discourses
across Art, Architecture,
and Philosophy, ed. Mark
Foster Gage (Cambridge:
The MIT Press, 2019), 138.
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Aesthetics of the Zone

25
Michael Young, “The
Aesthetics of Abstraction,”
in Aesthetics Equals
Politics: New Discourses
across Art, Architecture,
and Philosophy, ed. Mark
Foster Gage (Cambridge:
The MIT Press, 2019), 134.
26
Ibid.

The dense cluster of generic high-rises that
defines the skyline is occasionally interrupted by
a preposterous, extravagant icon that fractures
the monotony of the zone. The placement of
this iconic object in the context of the zone
estranges the observer’s relationship with the
more normative forms that create the background
and disrupts the temporal flows, thus altering
the manner in which one experiences the
reality proposed by the zone. Michael Young
postulates that abstraction in aesthetics requires
a background to suggest that the estrangement
comes after something, but does not demand that
the background show sequence or process.25 For
zone imagery, which strives to impart optimism
through plausibly futuristic realities, this tactic
produces a defamiliarization that is innovative
and engaging, while preventing the observer from
contemplating the systems and processes that
enable the development of such a flamboyant
context. Jacques Ranciere notes that aesthetics
can alter what a community believes can be said;
this is how it begins to redistribute the senses.26
In the case of zone imagery, the presence of the
incredulous icon alters what the observer believes
can possibly exist within the space of the zone by
disturbing the assumptions of the background
to upend the very appearance of reality.

Fig 15-18: Zone imagery characteristics.

Delirious / Fantastical / Global / Innovation / Repetition
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Aesthetics of the Zone

Fig 19-22: Zone imagery characteristics.

Delirious / Fantastical / Global / Innovation / Repetition

As Easterling observes in Extrastatecraft, the
isomorphic zone rejects most of the circumstance
and contradiction frequently associated with
more familiar forms of urbanity.27 Advertised as
an instrument of economic liberalism, the zone
attempts to appear apolitical to advance its
agendas. The image of the zone relies on the
identical application of abstract materials
on every form associated with the zone to
create a unified space devoid of violence,
conflict, disagreement, and inequality. The
zone is calibrated through this abstraction of
material and appearance. In the immaterial but
immaculately polished multiplicity of surfaces,
the absence of any cultural identity associated
with the city surrounding the zone is inevitably
captured.

27
Keller Easterling,
Extrastatecraft (London:
Verso, 2014), 16.

35

Aesthetics of the Zone

28
Carrie Lambert-Beatty,
“Make-Believe : Parafiction
and Plausibility,” October
129 (2009), 54.
Lambert-Beatty maintains
that parafiction is
oriented less towards
the disappearance of the
real than towards the
pragmatics of trust. In
parafiction, real and/or
imaginary personages and
stories intersect with the
world as it is being lived.
It is a spectrum rather
than a simple category. It
is fundamentally an act of
deception allowing viewers
to be caught in a moment
of having been fooled, to
wonder uncomfortably
about the status of the
claims made or to go away
in an “educated ignorance”
with their world views
subtly altered - perhaps in
truthful ways by untruths.

Figure 2: Reality is presented as a threedimensional collage with elements seamlessly
stitched together, re-contextualized and made
cohesive in tone and aesthetics, lending a sense
of credibility to the scenario.
Figure 3: The techniques of production of the
zone imagery in this figure parallels those used
in constructing parafictional imagery, where
elements are reconstructed using different
mediums and presented in a manner similar to the
original.
While parafictional art is critical of its effects,
zone imagery aspires to be realistic without any
critical representational agenda. In doing so,
zone imagery remains oblivious of its potential
for engagement. The sweeping views of zone
buildings in the promotional clips could become
an invitation for doubt, prompting a closer
inspection.

Fig.25-26: Contextualization and erasure.

Figure 1: The illusion of reality presented in the
images is betrayed by a revelation made apparent
only upon closer inspection. The implausible
dimensions of the floor-plates, or their absence
entirely, coupled with the flatness of the image
become indicative of the extent to which reality is
distorted.

Fig.27-28: Reconstruction.

The reality in these zone images is stretched, often
distorted, until doubts are raised regarding the
facticity that the mediations propose. On some
level, this aesthetic engagement is comparable to
parafictional art, which produces and manages
plausibility. Carrie Lambert-Beatty defines
parafiction as a “situation in which fiction is
presented or encountered as fact.”28

Fig.23-24: Revelation upon close inspection.

Doubt / Estrangement / Parafiction / Plausibility / Realism
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Fig. 30 : Carrie Lambert-Beatty, Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility.

Fig. 29 : Carrie Lambert-Beatty, Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility.

Aesthetics of the Zone

Doubt / Estrangement / Parafiction / Plausibility / Realism
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Fig. 32 : Michael Young, The Art of Plausibility and The Aesthetics of Doubt.

Fig. 31 : Carrie Lambert-Beatty, Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility.

Aesthetics of the Zone

Doubt / Estrangement / Parafiction / Plausibility / Realism
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The Zone in Dubai
Aggregate / City / Park

The zone in Dubai mixes ecstatic expressions
of urbanity with a complex and violent form of
lawlessness, as the deregulation of labor laws
within zones has facilitated stabilized forms of
labor abuse to persist. In Dubai, the urban fabric is
now an “aggregate of zones, each of which has
often been named a city and has its own laws.
Each enclave offers a different set of incentives
including streamlined customs, inexpensive
labor, foreign ownership of property, or rights
to own real estate.”29 This aggregate operates
independently from and competes in scale with
the city, producing political tension at the seams
of jurisdictional change between the space of
the zone and the city.

29
Keller Easterling,
Extrastatecraft (London:
Verso, 2014), 45.

Img. 05 : Dubai as an aggregate of zones.

The exemptions granted to free trade zones
in Dubai echo those granted to low-wage
migrant construction workers in labor camps,
suggesting similarities in the governance of
these enclaves. In both cases, the autocratic
structure is conveniently loosened to push forth
the state’s neoliberal aspirations. Free-trade zones
in Dubai are unique in their jurisdiction as the
government retains its agency to intervene in
the management of the zone for monetary and
promotional benefits.

43

Zone of Labor

Img. 06 : The isolation of low-wage migrant workers.

“Unpaid or extremely low
wages, several years of
indebtedness to recruitment
agencies, the withholding
of employees’ passports,
and hazardous working
conditions.”30

Low-wage migrant construction workers are merely
perceived as commodities - lacking rights and
stripped of their identities, with their bodies reduced
to matter, asserting their exclusion from society.
Strict autocratic laws dictate the positioning of labor
accommodation, and thus, the position of low-wage
migrant construction workers relative to the city.

30
Hadi Ghaemi, “Building
Towers, Cheating Workers,”
Human Rights Watch,
published Nov. 11, 2006,
https://www.hrw.org/.

45

The Exclusion of Low-Wage Migrant
Construction Workers
Exploitation / Hostility / Lack of Identity

“Inexpensive labor is imported from Asia
and elsewhere, like machinery or other
equipment.”31
“The economic collapse made visible
a mirage built by migrant workers
whose rights were ignored, where
infrastructure is inadequate, and
whose laws are often intolerant and
draconian.”32

31
Keller Easterling,
Extrastatecraft (London:
Verso, 2014), 45.
32
Lauren Greenfield,
Generation Wealth
(London: Phaidon Press
Limited, 2017), 351.
33
Laavanya Kathiravelu,
Migrant Dubai (London:
Palgrave Macmillan UK,
2016), 51.
34
Ibid, 67.

“Privatization of the labor market also
means that the state is less inclined to
ensure that provisions for migrant rights
and welfare are made. Without regulation
to ensure standard hours of work,
employees are easily exploited.”34

Fig. 33-42 : Global media outcry over the plight of migrant workers.

“[Migrant workers’] work no longer
required, they are now expected to
disappear.”33

47

Representation of the Issue
Control / Corporeal Welfare / Discrepancy

Fig. 43-50 : Government’s dismissal of claims in the media.

While this issue of exclusion and exploitation
is well researched and well documented in the
global media, in the local media, the discourse is
predominantly controlled by the government.
To quell accusations, the state government has
focused on “the physical state of housing and
its expected amenities to improve bodily safety,
nourishment, health, and hygiene, which provide
more tangible and visible ways to demonstrate
improvements rather than trying to reform policies
and governance.”35

35
Todd Reisz, “Along Sound
Lines,” Perspecta: Urban
Divides 50 (September
2017): 133.
“By focusing on the
conditions of labor camps,
government policy can
implement architectural
and urban strategies that
appear to address labor
unrest and the global
media it attracts. Unlike
housing, other workers’
grievances, such as the
elusive structure of hiring
and pay, do not come
with easy images of
decrepitude.”

49

Position of Low-Wage Migrant Workers
Exclusion / Separation / Network of Mistreatment / Policy

More than just a place of accommodation, labor
camps have become key sites in the state’s
efforts to reconcile its fraught and contradictory
autocratic and neoliberal agendas and in workers’
own strategies to contest the unjust industrial and
spatial relations governing their everyday lives.36

36
Michelle Buckley, “Locating
Neoliberalism in Dubai:
Migrant Workers and Class
Struggle in the Autocratic
City,” Antipode 45, no. 2
(2013): 256.

Img. 07 : Political tension as a result of autocratic neoliberalism.

The satellite image of Dubai is indicative of these
political tensions in the city; a clear divide
emerges between the autocratic governance of
the city, the neoliberal aspirations prompting entry
into the global market, and the labor camps which
reconcile these agendas. This tension between
autocratic rule and neoliberal aspirations of
marketized urbanization is captured in the state’s
simultaneous disregard for workers’ rights and
inclination to invest in their corporeal welfare.

51

Position of Low-Wage Migrant Workers
Exclusion / Separation / Network of Mistreatment / Policy

Planning Standards for Labor
Accommodation
Site should be at a distance of at least
five kilometers from family residences.
Site should be far from major tourist
roads or arteries.
Site should be far from existing
investment compounds, whether of
tourist or commercial nature.
Site should preferably be close to
industrial areas or areas presenting
job opportunities with a buffer zone in
between.37

37
The General Standards
Manual for Group Labor
Accommodation and
Related Services in the
United Arab Emirates,
Cabinet Decision, ch. 1.1 §
13 (2009).
38
Laavanya Kathiravelu,
Migrant Dubai (London:
Palgrave Macmillan UK,
2016), 165.

Beyond such relegation to the margins of the city,
the position of low-wage migrant construction
workers in society is further undermined and
reinforced through deliberate efforts by the
government to create strategic structures of
exclusion in public infrastructure and everyday
life. In a chapter titled “Divided City” from Migrant
Dubai, Laavanya Kathiravelu highlights low-wage
migrant workers’ reliance on public transportation
for mobility and reveals “their inability to access
parts of the city that are not linked to [such]
networks.”38

Workers are further restricted by the debt they
owe to illegal recruitment agencies in exchange
for elusive hiring and relocation services,
preventing them from breaking out of blatant
systems of inequality and discrimination to
become part of society. Kathiravelu observes
that “within the train system, there is a hierarchy
of ticket pricing,”39 suggesting that public
transportation is yet another economic strategy
designed to effectively segregate and classify
low-wage migrant workers from middle-class
commuters. In this classist system of governance,
painstaking measures are taken to ensure that
the body of the “other is kept invisible and
separate.”40 Spatially, these ideas are manifested
through the palpable differences between “elite
and middle-class leisure spaces such as shopping
malls and hotels [which are] privatized, restricted
and sheltered”41 and the “outdoor public spaces
- associated with heat, sand, and dirt”42 that lowwage migrant workers seeking leisure zones are
encouraged to use. While public spaces across the
city are not explicit in their desire to keep these
workers out, the glass-enclosed and privatelyowned spaces of shopping malls and hotels are
rife with political connotations resulting from the
class struggle between these workers and an
upper-class society that frequently looks down on
them. On the contrary, open areas like sidewalks,
parking lots in working-class neighborhoods,
and greened islands between highways offer
freedom from these rigid and discriminatory
social structures. Low-wage migrant workers are
symbols of what the emirate does not want to
stand for - poverty and inability to participate as
consumers in the neoliberal economy that the
state aspires to.
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Img. 08 : The network of mistreatment.

The segregationist socio-spatial strategies
outlined previously are judiciously adopted by the
state government to exclude low-wage workers
from urban life. Mapping low-wage workers’
movement across the city reveals a network of
mistreatment which begins as they enter the
city, already indebted to recruiters, and follow
a direct yet removed path into labor camps
pushed to the peripheries, where the heavily
manufactured global image of the city can afford
to disintegrate without detection. Following their
entry into the city, low-wage workers are subject
to exclusionary practices and discouraged
from interacting with the city beyond services
deemed essential to their survival, such as money
exchange and transfer centers to repay hefty
debts. Thus, a vicious cycle begins.
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Img. 10 : The adjacency of labor and production at Jebel Ali Labor Camp.

Img. 09 : The adjacency of labor, material excess, and waste at Al Qusais Labor Camp.

Position of Low-Wage Migrant Workers
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Position of Low-Wage Migrant Workers

The space of the labor camp is strategically
bound by highways where fleeting experiences
discourage any contemplation on the
neighborhoods nested within. Severed from
the city, save for the bus route that transports
workers back and forth, the labor camp doubles
as a backstage to the city where the commodified
low-wage labor force coexists with infrastructure
critical to the success of the neoliberal state
such as industries, cemeteries, landfills, and
abandoned car impounds. The space of the labor
camp is a messy yard simultaneously occupied
by newly manufactured products, material
excesses, and waste from the city.
Existing in a realm that eludes the visibility and
accessibility promised by Google Street View,
the labor camp functions as a mini-city that is
policed by the employer. Over time, the space of
the labor camp has evolved to become a site of
political confinement and social quarantine,
where informal services and economies centered
on survival, such as money exchange centers
and prohibited telecommunications services,
continue to flourish.

Img. 11-14 : Commodities and production invade the space of the labor camp and create a buffer between the camp and city.

Exclusion / Separation / Network of Mistreatment / Policy
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The zone of the labor camp thus functions as a
space outside the formal, neoliberal economy
of Dubai.45 To sustain its neoliberal ambition,
the state is compelled to appease low-wage
migrant workers, to some extent, by remaining
negligent to informal and almost-illegal activities
conducted within labor camps and granting minor
exemptions from generally authoritarian and
unbending state laws. Relegated to the liminal
spaces of the city and the law, these activities are
tolerated and ignored by the state.46
While the autocratic state explicitly forbids
expressions of political resistance, quasiautocratic Dubai strategically allows strikes and
demonstrations to transpire discretely and
discreetly in the confines of isolated labor camps
at the margins of the city. As geographer Michelle
Buckley observes in her essay titled “Locating
Neoliberalism in Dubai: Migrant Workers and
Class Struggle in the Autocratic City,” the state’s
systematic efforts to segregate working class labor
from the rest of the city have resulted in spatial
confinement becoming a tool for political
containment. Urban space is, therefore, activated
as a key player in shaping labor politics.43
43
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In addition to these political exemptions, certain
services offered to the low-wage migrant
population are overlooked by the state. As
Laavanya Kathiravelu notes in Migrant Dubai,
“Medical attention, food, and, in a limited capacity,
consular assistance are provided informally to
low-wage migrant workers in local parks, on
pavements outside labor camps, and anywhere
else that these workers may congregate.”44
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Img. 15 : The aesthetic of the ad hoc at the informal labor camp market.
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Temporary, informal markets emerge in the liminal
spaces of Dubai’s labor camps. Low-wage migrant
vendors frequently re-purpose available materials
to demarcate their zone of economic activity piles of fruit, rows of vegetables, and stacks of fish
are sold from makeshift market stalls operating
from the backs of trucks, under umbrellas, and
on old carpets, bedsheets, and tables, offering
subsidized everyday commodities along with
certain illegal goods and services for the survival
of low-wage migrant workers. Run by low-wage
workers to supplement their low incomes, these
marketplaces offer essential services such as
haircuts and tailoring, conducted in open areas,
as well as illegal recreational services such as
gambling. Illegal vendors frequent legitimate
marketplaces in the city to obtain their stock.
Sustained by the network of mistreatment, these
informal economies are symbolic of the exclusion
of low-wage construction workers from the
amenities of the city.

The existence of such a thriving, informal
network within the confines of the labor camp
reveals the system of autocratic neoliberalism that
factors into the governance of Dubai’s low-wage
migrant population. The state continues to turn
a blind eye toward these economies, intervening
only when such activities harm the corporeal
welfare of the low-wage migrant worker, who is
perceived as a commodity to advance the state’s
neoliberal image. The relegation of these activities,
encounters, and events to the liminal spaces of
the city means that they also exist in the liminal
spaces of the law. As Khalifa Al Romaithi, the
municipality’s head of health and sanitation
justifies, “We don’t want to fine [low-wage
workers] 500 dirhams for each offense, as they
generally only earn 1,000 dirhams. We consider
them to be new to the country and its culture and
want to help them.”47
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Zone of Excess

Img. 16 : The prevalence of the vertical icon in a context of excess.

Dubai has served host
to a culture of “mad and
meaningless overdose of
themes, extremes, egos, and
extravagance.”48

The oil boom in the late 1980s attracted many
expatriates, who brought with them the cultures and
symbols from their respective countries. Alanoud
Alsharekh and Robert Springborg note in Popular
Culture and Political Identity in the Arab Gulf States
that “by the early 1990’s, popular culture in the UAE
consisted almost entirely of idioms, symbols, and

48
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practices that originated outside the country.”49
Dubai’s material ambitions know few limits with
architecture at the core of Dubai’s evolution,
perception, and ambition, representing political
power, wealth, and ideology. The most symbolic of
this globalized mess is the iconic skyscraper which
proliferated during the economic boom preceding the
global financial crisis of 2008.

Img. 17 : A catalog of the culture of excess in Dubai.

During this moment of economic prosperity, Dubai
marketed itself to the world as the ultimate luxury
destination for tourism and elite business ventures.
The desert playground on the South Eastern shores
of the Persian Gulf promised a constellation of theme
parks, artificial islands, towering five-star hotels,
and more than seventy grandiose shopping centers.
At this moment, the state’s neoliberal aspirations
reigned over its autocratic foundations.
However, in the midst of the financial crisis, a wide
gap emerged between the image Dubai wished to
project to the world and its dark, often disturbing
reality. The financial crisis revealed Dubai’s
economic and political volatility stemming from
the tension between the state’s contradictory forms
of governance. The large expatriate population,
initially blinded by the allure of a ‘tax-free consumer
haven’, was forced into a ‘mass exodus’, fleeing
to escape debtor’s prison and leaving behind an
accumulating pile of high-priced homes, cars, and
luxury personal belongings. The resounding effects
of the recession were further felt as the production of
new icons was halted. “The city, which once claimed
to have had more than 80 percent of the world’s
cranes running, could only see deserted construction
sites.”50 These material excesses continue to occupy
a large urban footprint and help sustain the illusion of
a place of perpetual prosperity.
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“Paris Universal Expositions of 1855 and 1867
were symbols of the empire, colonialism,
and a celebration of commodity fetishism
and technological progress. The display of
manufactured items and technical developments
in the world fairs of the 19th century parallel
contemporary Dubai’s architectural displays.
Like the World’s Fairs of the Industrial Era that
sought to recreate scenes and spaces from
their colonies, recreations of spaces in Dubai’s
environment can be read as demonstrations of
dominance.”51

Fig. 51-65 : Proliferation of the vertical icon.

By virtue of numbers, the iconic high-rise is
inherently tied to a culture of excess that emerges
in Dubai. Icons are symbolic of the state’s
neoliberal agenda for marketized urbanism, as well
as demonstrations of dominance tied to a wellestablished autocratic regime. The icons in Dubai
feature traits that contradict the very definition of
an icon as “an image in the solid; a monumental
figure; a statue.”52 They are three dimensional,
technologically sophisticated, lightweight forms
wrapped by reflective surfaces, confidently
embodying a global aesthetic of borrowed
features and adapting them to become symbolic
of the local context. Often operating in isolation,
icons have historically relied on their individuality
to serve as culturally significant structures.
However, the icons in Dubai house mundane
office spaces for mega corporations and generic
five-star hotels in a context plagued by a
multiplicity of other icons. This undermines the
value of the icon and questions what constitutes
a cultural icon in the 21st century. Furthermore,
it asks what the effects of such an icon are. To
understand the prevalent urban form in Dubai, the
vertical icon is closely analyzed in terms of its level
of engagement, ideas of repetition and difference,
and local and global identities.
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The vertical icon presents an opportunity
for multiple, unique levels of engagement.
The highly visible form of the icon is clearly
distinguished from a distance, establishing its
iconicity relative to its context. The relationship
to the context, or lack thereof, is thus observed.
Upon approaching the vertical icon, its surface
begins to take on a new level of articulation as
the material patterning (often achieved through
a paneling system) becomes more evident. The
duality of the glass and metal material palette is
utilized to enhance and frame the entrance, which
then become the zone of surface treatment
and intervention at street level. The entrance is
demarcates as it is a crucial component in the
transition from exterior to interior, or public
to private. Another important intervention
observed at the street level is the engagement
of the vertical surface of the icon with the
ground. Often, a strip of material, which is not
present elsewhere on the envelope of the icon,
mediates a connection between the vertical and
horizontal. As the eye moves upward, the form of
the vertical icon, previously clear, is distorted by
the strange elongated perspective; the elements
that articulate the building disappear. Turning the
corner presents more of the same - the building
envelope is a continuous surface that wraps
around, with little regard for environmental or
contextual considerations.

Img. 18 : Experiencing the icon: relationship to context, street level, ground, blurring of materials.

Experiencing the Icon
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Repetition and Difference

Img. 19 : Crown as unique element, variations in tone, the annex.

The familiar extruded form of the vertical
icon serves as a prototype for the typology.
While its presence remains consistent across
different iterations of the vertical icon, the
crown that adorns the top, where the “technical
determinations” are weaker, is seen as an
individualizing element that characterizes each
icon in the skyline of the city. More often than not,
the vertical surface of the icon is patterned by
alternating horizontal bands of reflective glass
and metal. Variations in the tint of glass and
color of the metal classing serve to differentiate
vertical icons from each other. The vertical icon
requires an appendage which contains service
programs that sustain the operation of the icon.
There are two strategies to connect the tower and
the appendage - the first connection is defined
by separation, while the second is defined by
insertion.
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Local and Global

Fig. 66-67 : Global image adapted to local context.

In its quest to portray the ‘global’ aspiration of
the state while grasping on to a semblance of
local identity, the envelope of the vertical icon
has been reduced to a mere symbol of political
ideology rather than an effective instigator
of change. Efforts to localize the global icon
have failed to reflect the local context beyond
insignificant understandings of the envelope as a
surface, rather than as a complex assemblage of
materials. As Alejandro Zaera-Polo observes, this
iconographic treatment of the vertical envelope
performs as a “cover-up” for the technical and
social processes taking place in the construction
of this typology.
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Fig. 69 : Alejandro Zaera-Polo, The Politics of the Envelope.

Fig. 68 : Alejandro Zaera-Polo, The Politics of the Envelope.
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Incomplete Abandoned Buildings
Materials / Skeleton / Volatility

Img. 20 : “Ghost Buildings” at varying levels of completion dot the city.

“As a result of the crisis, numerous
massive development projects were
stalled, never completed, or abandoned.
The Palm Jebel Ali and Deira, two palmshaped artificial islands designed to be
bigger than the Palm Jumeirah, have both
been stalled indefinitely.”53

Before Dubai suffered the consequences of
the global financial crisis, a sense of optimism
propelled development across the city. However,
when the bills came due, it was evident that
this form of top-down development was not
sustainable; what once represented boundless
ambition quickly became indicative of a deceitful
mirage.
While Dubai’s central neighborhoods are
recognizable through dense, iconic skylines that
feature unremarkably different variations of the
same row of spindly, generic towers, the illusion
of unattainable perfection that the city strives to
maintain is occasionally interrupted by the crude,
concrete skeleton of an ambitious tower that
never came to be. The abruptness with which
these humble beginnings of icon-in-the-making
declare themselves can be jarring as they break
the monotony of generic “global” capitalist
monuments that proliferate in Dubai, and present
gaping holes in the idealized, Utopian reality that
the city continues to fabricate.
Scattered across the city, at varying scales
and levels of completeness, these abandoned
buildings serve as hotbeds for illegal activities and
contribute to the pollution of the environment,
posing a risk yo public health. Furthermore, these
“ghost” buildings have become a burden and a
source of inconvenience for residents due to their
inherent danger, accumulated dist and waste,
growth of weeds, and the breeding of insects and
rodents.
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Img. 21 : London Crown Tower (2006 and 2020).

In 2006, the London Crown Tower, a promising
hotel and shopping tower began to materialize
in the popular neighborhood of Al Mankhool in
Dubai. Amid the productivity and bustle at the
job site, the great financial crisis struck, stalling
construction indefinitely. Seemingly overnight,
the building transformed from a symbol of growth
and prosperity to a manifestation of Dubai’s
underlying economic volatility. As it remained
steadily incomplete for fourteen years since,
the building became a consistent feature in the
neighborhood’s identity, belonging to the area as
much as the community mosque or the grocery
store. Recently, a fresh coat of white paint was
applied thinly to a small portion of the building’s
surface. Gone was the dusty fabric that hung lazily
on the building’s side for many years. Interestingly,
Wahid Khan, a maintenance worker in the building
adjacent, claimed that the building had been
unveiled and painted randomly a few months
prior, only to be abandoned again. Other members
of the community, along the local shopkeep in
the nearby grocery store, corroborated Wahid’s
statements and confirmed the developing timeline
of the project.
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Many visible incomplete structural assemblies
inexplicably adorned with finish materials such
as metal cladding, glass panels, and railings
are trapped in such an awkward limbo. A
current rumor surrounding these incomplete
developments surmises that these abandoned
projects are getting something of a face-lift to
make it seem like work is till underway. The rumor
implies that the presence of such unfinished
construction across the city hint at the magnitude
of the economic failure. This is certainly not what
the city wants to stand for or portray in the global
media.
The incomplete building is fascinating in its
potential to embody both the optimism of future
development and the tribulations of the past.
These decaying structures may possibly be the
emirate’s best-kept secret.

Instead of moving toward greater transparency in
operations, the emirate seems to be moving in the
other direction. According to the New York Times,
“a new media law makes it a crime to damage the
country’s reputation or economy, punishable by
fines of up to 1 million dirhams (about $272,00).”54
In an effort to control their reputation, the
government enforces such laws, which prudently
prevent people from explicitly voicing their
opinions and concerns and reporting a crisis,
to maintain political power and concentrate it
in the hands of the political ranking. However,
this results in the spreading of rumors as people
are always suspicious of authority figures. It is
therefore necessary to underscore the importance
of rumors as part of research, especially in the
autocratic neoliberal context of Dubai where
information is deliberately made less accessible.
People construct their realities through rumors
such as these because there is no information to
refute this. Reality itself is not a constant and is
prone to change. It is highly individualized and
sustained by the information that is accessible.
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In an interview with Ramy Al Khoury, Site
Engineer at Dubai Contracting Company, he
provided further explanations for this phenomenon
from his personal experience.

What happens to incomplete buildings if the
project is canceled midway through construction?
This depends on the clients and the situation. It
is hard to generalize. However, that being said,
typically the building will remain idle until a further
agreement is reached. It will then either be sold to
another client that will proceed with the remaining
work or it will remain incomplete. The absolute last
case scenario will be demolition.
What is the hold period or time-frame before an
incomplete project is demolished?
It is very rare for a project to be demolished in Dubai.
I have personally not seen any incomplete projects
that have been demolished in Dubai. In most cases
the client does not complete the project for financial
reasons. Therefore, the client will never be able to
pay the extra money required to demolished the
building. Sometimes, it is easier, faster, and more
cost efficient to sell the project to another client
who will continue the work. In short, either a project
will stop completely, or it will continue with another
client or contractor. It will rarely be demolished.
What happens to the construction materials left
abandoned on the job site? Are they reused or
disposed of or do they remain on site indefinitely?
This depends on the contract with the contractor sometimes the client will give the contractor a small
amount of money for demolishing the building and
then ask him to take materials from the building and
sell it as scrap. There are many big companies in
Dubai that will recycle the glass, steel, aluminum, and
other materials.
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Incomplete Abandoned Buildings

Abandoned construction sites contain large
amounts of material waste which include nails,
construction fabric, electrical wiring, re-bar, wood,
metal channels, glass, pipes, cement, concrete
masonry units, etc. These abandoned materials
have the potential to be reused or recycled in
other forms.

Img. 23 : Materials found in abandoned incomplete buildings.

Img. 22 :Construction material accumulate on abandoned sites.

Aggregates / Concrete / Materials / Recycle
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Beyond indexing leftover materials, the
aggregated “CMU block” or “concrete panel”
explores the potential for the envelope to move
beyond its current understanding as a mere
surface toward a volumetric, formal intervention
with spatial implications. These material studies
demand engagement through the qualities made
available by the object. They attempt to hold
concrete reality in focus without overmining
for the sake of larger ideas or undermining for
the sake of systemic knowledge. The ambition
of these material studies is to disrupt existing
material and labor flows, changing the manner
in which one experiences them. By displacing
the individual material fragment in an aggregated
composition, a disjunction is created from the
original conditions. This rupture allows the new
object to “flow freely and enter into new relations
to produce new allusions.”55
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Img. 24 : Experiments in aggregation using abandoned construction waste.

The materials of the abandoned construction
yard accumulates in piles, collecting dust, In
these material catalogs, various strategies of
aggregation are explored in an attempt to recast
the “CMU block” from construction waste and
assess the aesthetic effect it produces. The
system of aggregating materials requires careful
consideration of the material seams created,
where tension is highlighted. The aesthetic effect
produced by this tension if of importance in these
studies.
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Img. 25 : Indexing materials and creating seams through aggregation.
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Img. 26 : Investigating the tension between the container and the contained.
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Materials
A series of casts were made to investigate material
properties and qualities at a microscopic level.
The techniques of striation, imprinting, and
embedding are generators of strategies for
aggregation. Molds are assembled from found
leftover construction materials; the outcome
of each cast is determined by the distinct
material used to construct the unique faces of
the mold. The physical process of casting yields
unpredictable outcomes that are valuable in
exploring ad hoc approaches. The concrete
pour was mixed with rubble and fragments of
construction waste. The “imperfect” profiles
generated from these exercises altered the
reading of a typical concrete unit and determined
the possibilities of arranging these units to form
a whole. Each face of the cast was then scanned
and imported into the digital realm, where certain
characteristics were enhanced and seams
of tension between different materials in the
cast were designed, allowing the properties of
the material to be altered. While the physical
processes allowed for testing profiles, the digital
process enabled the manipulation of textures and
textural shifts. The height, normal, roughness,
and metal maps generated could then be overlaid
on to other base materials to create unique
hybrids that contribute to the desired effect of
estrangement. Each cast and its subsequent
swatches inform the next; a feedback loop was
formed between the physical and the digital
where the next construction could be planned as a
response to the previous.

Img. 27 : Studies on the technique of material striation.
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Img. 28 : Studies on the technique of material striation.
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Img. 29 : Studies on the technique of material imprint.
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Img. 30 : Studies on the technique of material imprint.
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Materials

Img. 31 : Studies on the technique of material embedding.
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Popular portrayals of Dubai have always alluded to
a perpetually prosperous lifestyle, characterized by
abounding wealth showcased through elaborate
displays of luxury personal items in high-priced
homes. However, in the book Gridlock Paris
Mahdavi quotes Take My Junk business owner,
Faisal Khan as saying, “there are about 200 people
a day leaving Dubai, and they just leave their stuff
behind. And it’s not just people, but companies
too! On average we get around 5000 items
every day. That is about 250 million kilograms of
unwanted items.”56 The residue from this culture
of excess includes items ranging from clothing
and crockeries to furniture, cars, and building
materials.
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Img. 32 : Mapping a system for managing material excess.

For those fleeing, disposing of these items is of
paramount importance; in the absence of a staterecognized service, desperate expatriates sell
or donate their possessions to privately-owned
operations like “Take My Junk-UAE”, a company
predicated on reducing waste by distributing
unwanted items to low-wage workers in labor
camps.
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Take My Junk-UAE collects used items which
would otherwise end up in landfills as donations or
buy them for low prices from the city’s residents.
Faisal Khan, the owner of the operation, sheds
light on the process in the local newspaper article
by stating, “We routinely receive calls from people
asking us to pick up stuff they don’t want. These
calls usually come following a cleaning spree or
a plan to relocate within or outside the country.
Besides such cases, we also get calls from people
caught in difficult or desperate situations.”57
Once collected, these items are sorted and stored
in large warehouses situated in an industrial area
at the outskirts of the city for a month. Unsold
goods are distributed to low-wage migrant
workers residing in labor camps. In a back room
of the warehouse, workers craft furniture from
new and up-cycled parts to be sold at heavily
discounted rates.
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Img. 33 : Toys, bicycles, bags, containers, and movies.

To sustain the operation, these chaotically
organized warehouses double as retail displays,
offering a unique consumer experience which
invited one to mine through enormous, delicately
balanced piles of categorized items to find what is
needed.
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Img. 35 : Crockeries, lamps, decorative items, rugs, and appliances are
displayed.

Img. 34 :Clothing stored in bins, bags, shelves, and racks define spatial
boundaries.
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Img. 37 : Tiles, doors, tires, and cmu scattered across.

Img. 36 :Bed frames, sofas, and cabinets are displayed in parts, against
the wall, and as whole across the floor.
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“A total of 2053 abandoned vehicles
were impounded in the first half of 2019,
while as many as 3577 vehicles were
confiscated in 2018.”58
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Another consequence of the economic crisis and
plunging oil prices is seen in the amassing of cars
which are left to collect dust in the urban fabric
and considered to be damaging to the cultural
and aesthetic appearance of the city. According
to Abdul Majeed Saifaie, director of Dubai’s waste
management department, cars that impact safety
or obstruct roads are moved and impounded, but
others are left as they were, sometimes for years
before they are recovered.
Offending vehicles are marked with stickers
placed on their windows for a period of 15 days
before being relocated to a municipal scrapyard. If
the owners fail to respond within six months, the
cars are auctioned off.

Fig. 70-72 : Materials found in abandoned incomplete buildings.

“As indebted expats took flight to avoid
prison, they left behind thousands of
luxury cars to accumulate dust and the
comments of passersby.”59
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Img. 38 : New material and labor flows.

A Near-Future Reality

In a near-future reality, the
inconsistent social, economic, and
cultural power structures across
these zones are exploited to purge
zones of exception of the violence
and lawlessness associated with
their current enclave form. Zones of
exception migrate to the city and
collide with the existing culture
of material excess creating an
opportunity for zones of labor to be
included in the global image of the
city. The collision of these hidden
phenomena redirects material
and labor flows to impose a new
unfamiliar, highly political form which
subverts familiar aesthetics to alter
perceptions which redistribute
the sensible, creating a plausible
near-future reality where form,
composition, and aesthetics
operate politically to instigate
change.
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Prompt for Design
Disruption / New Reality / Politics of Aesthetics / Vertical Zone

The existing zone of exception is a hotbed for
violence and abuse to continue unchecked. The
zone offers little benefit to its host state. The
enclave suggests entrapment, not freedom. The
zone is returned to the city, where a selective mix
of state laws and zone incentives allow the zone
to function as a productive proxy to the city. In
this case, the laws that govern this new zone are
selected to benefit migrant construction workers.
As it is introduced into the city, the zone is able to
mutate and breed with the predominant typology
in the city - the vertical icon.

To update the politics of architecture in which
the discipline is not merely reduced to a
representation of ideal political concepts, but
conceived of as an effective tool to produce
change, the vertical re-imagination of the zone
aims to exploit existing systems of governance
to create a new reality made possible by
parafictional modes.
By studying familiar representations of the city
of Dubai, the project explores the effects of a
defamiliarizing form on the widely circulated
image of the city to look beyond the familiar and
suggest alternative possibilities.

Img. 39-46 : Formal explorations contradicting the neoliberal vertical icon.

Existing material and labor flows (from the zone of
labor to the city) are redirected to the new vertical
zone to the city. These flows collide with the
culture of material excess, allowing for abandoned,
incomplete buildings, to serve as new material
sources for the construction of the vertical zone
and its economy. The new flows of material
and labor lead to the creation of new material
assemblies.
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Representation of the Zone
Abstraction / Context / Defamiliarization / Plausibility / Reality

The vertical zone acknowledges and leverages
ongoing local phenomena. Rather than erasing
these contextual layers, the new zone deliberately
collides with them to advertise its benefits to the
state and local population.

Img. 47-49 : Mediating between the delirious representations of the zone and the global image of the city.

Current representations of free-trade zones
rely on a level of abstraction to convince the
audience of the benefits of the zone. In this
imagery, context and materiality are abstracted to
isolate and celebrate the zone as a phenomenon
immune to external forces and devoid of political
activity and contradiction. An evaluation of
zone imagery that seeks to understand how the
medium “destabilizes the familiar to redistribute
the sensible” considers the aspirations of the
image and the effects produced by it. While
zone imagery is successful in its aspirations to
convince people of the zone’s usefulness, it is
deceitful and unethical in its seemingly apolitical
representation that masks the violence and
abuse within its boundaries.
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The Aggregated Object

As the zone of exception is inserted into the
context of excess in Dubai, it takes over one of
the many incomplete, abandoned towers in
the city. The clash between the existing and the
new renders the zone as an aggregate across
multiple resolutions. Seams of tension are
generated as the old and the new collide together.
The form is fractured further by seams of material;
the materials themselves are aggregates.

Img. 50-54 : Formal and material composition.

Concrete / Material Seams / Takeover / Tension
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Jurisdictions of the Zone
Flows / Ground / Politics / Seams

Img. 55-57 : The Ground as a zone of overlapping political jurisdictions.

In the city, the zone must adapt to the new
jurisdictional condition created as a result of
overlapping administrations (now situated
between the independence of the lawless enclave
and the stringency of state governance). The
ground of the zone is forced to navigate this shift
by mediating between the politics of the zone and
those of the state. It does so by responding to the
zones desire for transparency while preserving
the logistics of its operations. The aesthetics of
the incomplete are leveraged to allow for this
transparency - the ground stages an encounter
between the public and the operations of the
zone. It connects the marina promenade to the
city’s public transportation infrastructure. In doing
so, it invites new flows of materials and labor.
The vertical zone now hosts informal economies
currently hidden away in the zone of labor. The
ground of the zone places the operations of the
zone in tension with the informal economies run
by migrant construction workers that spill out of
the building and onto the grounds of the zone.
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Functions of the Zone
Circulation / Mini Zone / Production / Retail / Storage

Img. 58-61 : Encounters staged between the public and the operations of the zone.

The middle of the vertical zone is an interior
condition where the operations of the zone
are made more legible. The public circulation is
fragmented, making the operations of the zone
more transparent to the public. The placement of
the zone alters existing material flows in the city.
Materials and personal effects from the city enter
the zone and undergo a process of storage, repair,
manufacturing, and distribution facilitated by
architectural elements and the larger networks
the zone can now access. The zone thus provides
an opportunity for low-wage migrant construction
workers, who currently manage these economies
informally, to tap into the larger networks of the
city.
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Networks of the Zone
Aperture / Crown / Global / Local / Program

Img. 62-65 : Transparency of information calibrates the local context with the global network.

The new zone leverages verticality to declare its
ambitions, incentives, and operations. The opaque
crown that adorns the top of capitalist icons to
satisfy aspirations for verticality is rejected in
favor of an aperture that stages an encounter
in the skyline by calibrating the local with the
global. Essential services such as money
exchange, telecommunication, and broadcasting
are positioned at the top of the tower, making use
of the incentives offered by zones of exception
to provide transparency in information and
uncensored communication to the public. The
deliberate placement of such programs at the top
of the tower draws in the public and thus opens
up the zone.
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The New Image of the City
Aesthetic Effect / Contradiction / Defamiliarization / Disruption

Img. 66-68 : Building as defamiliarizing aggregate in the skyline.

The introduction of the zone to the image of the
city in this near future reality deliberately links the
vertical zone to the larger networks and systems
of the city that sustain it. In its effort to engage the
systems of the context, the vertical zone reveals
the hidden realities in the city and becomes a
contradiction to current capitalist icons. It alters
perception of the city and begins to demonstrate
the politics of aesthetics. This aesthetic
engagement redistributes the sensible to
project an alternative future.
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